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SEA OF STORIES
Ian McElrath
December 10,2020

I would like to dedicate this book to my mother, Amy, and my father, Tim. They have given me
everything I have needed in life and made me into the person I am now. Without them none of
my accomplishments would have been possible. Thank you.
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Faster
The stands are a mosaic of colors representing all the teams present.
I feel warm from being nervous,
But the air on the pool deck is cool on my skin.
Just a little faster, I said to myself.
The smell of chlorine becomes stronger
As I kneel to splash water across my chest.
Cheering and roars of fans and teammates all around are muffled.
Staying focused on listening for the whistle of the officials is necessary.
What could have been thirty seconds or thirty minutes pass
The officials blow their whistles loudly.
As if I was conditioned by the sound, I stepped onto the block.
Swimmers take your mark.
The buzzer sounds in my ears and I see the flash of light from the starter.
As I hit the water, it is a burst of cold,
But nothing can distract me now.
My arms and legs fly through the motions.
Just a best time.
With the pressure of wanting to go faster,
push myself harder and harder,
I swim through the strokes.
Breathing only when my lungs burn.
My heart is beating hard against my chest.
My arms and legs begin to feel heavier and heavier.
I took it out too strong.
The wall approaches and I’m finally finishing the race.
My arm rounds its final stroke and my hand slams against the wall.
My head jerks back to look at time board.
Not fast enough.
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Past the Glass
This glass encasement of a moment in time
Stares back at me in my head wherever I may be.
This peek into the past shows happy faces and laughing eyes.
Stood up straight surrounded by those who mean most.
Happiness is felt on the cool surface of the smooth glass.
The laughter can be heard with just a glimpse.
This glass encasement of a moment frozen in time
Protects its patrons as if this were its sole purpose.
Strong, rigid arms surround this picture on all sides.
Sharp corners stand in defense to keep the darkness out.
But look beyond the glass.
Delve deeper into the moment and you may see
That behind the moment there is something off.
This glass encasement of a moment in time
Also encases dark secrets that could not forgotten.
Covering this pictures frame
Are hidden cracks and chips disguised as smiles and laughter.
This moment was chosen to be protected by its encasement
Because it was disguised as perfection and contentment.
Isn’t odd how the best moments captured,
Are only meant to fool?
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Adrenaline
This afternoon huddled
Against the cutting
Winter wind
I stood on top
Looking down.
A clean sleet of white
Was laid out before me
Untouched
The steady decline
Eventually vanishes
Down
Past what my eyes
Let me see.
I clear my mind
And push my body
Over the edge.
Falling.
I get caught up
In the excitement
I can’t stop myself
Even if I wanted to.
Objects race past
My heart beats stronger
Cold winter air
Rushes into my face
Snow falls hard
Visibility drops
My surroundings
Vanish
What’s that?
An arm?
A pole?
A tree.
The wind is gliding
Past my face
And I’m surrounded by white
4

One minute.
And the next
It’s dark.
I’m up and
I can feel the
Adrenaline rush
Dripping down my nose.

Line taken from Dzvinia Orlowsky’s “Pussy Riot/Want/Don’t/Want” from her book Bad Harvest.
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The Woman I Never Knew
It looks like it’s going to rain. How appropriate. My family steps out of my mom’s Honda Pilot
and take a deep breath. My feet stand firm on the asphalt and hear the car doors shut. My heart is
pounding, and I notice the beating in my ears. You know that sensation when it feels like every
part of your body can feel the pulsing of your heart? It’ll be fine. You didn’t know her that well.
Be respectful and hold it together. My mom loops her hand through my arm and I realize I had
been frozen still. We make our way into the flow of the crowd and head into the small building.
It’s quiet and the lights are dim with a yellowish tint. The carpets have the ornate gold and
maroon design. The wallpaper is beige. Places like this always seem to be stuck frozen in time of
the moment it was built. Or maybe it’s to reflect the age of its usual patrons.” The line inside the
building was longer than I imagined, but I’m grateful for it. I can’t see where it begins… yet.
Every few steps there is another reminder of the woman I didn’t really know. This walk through
taught me more about her than the 10 years I knew of her. The room had pictures of her scattered
all around. Every important moment in her life was on display. She has a pretty smile... had. I’ve
only met her on a few occasions, but I feel like I know her whole story now. For once in my life,
I’m in a line where I don’t want to be the next person in line. With my mom’s hand still looped
through my arm, we walk ahead to the center of the room and kneel down. Just try not to look…
No, it would be disrespectful not to. Moving my eyes from my hands rested on the rail to her face
took more will strength than I thought. Her pale face was covered with makeup. I don’t even
remember the walk back to the car. I climb back into the Honda, my legs are weak and I have a
hard time. The doors shut and I look over at my mom and immediately begin to weep.
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Life or Death
I sat in the backseat of the car running the list through my mind over and over again. I
stared blankly out the open car window. I couldn’t even remember the full list. How did I know
if I was making the right decision if I wasn’t even sure if I was remembering absolutely
everything? I couldn’t believe my family was making me decide after only giving me twenty
minutes’ notice.
“It’s time to go. Now,” my dad had said.
“If I have to wait because of you, you’re dead,” my sister said. Everyone else trailed out
of the house behind them and before I knew it, my family was ushering me out of the house and
into the car. How do they expect me to make such a drastic decision under such intense amount
of stress? The stakes were high. My mental and emotional state for the rest of the night, or even
the rest of the week was on the line. The decision is much too big. Sure, I’ve made one like this a
couple times before, but it doesn’t mean that it gets any easier. Not even close.
I watched as the road to our destination got shorter and shorter. I recognized all the
landmarks. The gravel road beneath the car crumbled as we drove over it. I knew where we were,
and I knew just how much longer I had to make my decision. We stopped at the four-way right
by the old middle school. 10 minutes left. I could smell the barn animals as we drove past the
pasture with the massive hay bales and cattle randomly grazing. 6 minutes left. We reached the
fork in the road. 2 minutes left. My mind was going insane as it bounced back and forward
between decisions. I’ve made the same decision every single time I’ve found myself in this
position in the past, yet here I am again floundering to change my own mind.
The car came to a stop. “Alright let’s go before we have to wait longer,” my dad said as
he clapped his hands in announcement. Oh no, I thought to myself as I reluctantly opened my
door, it’s time. We waited in line and I was close to making a final decision. The line was out the
building, so my family and I stood in the warm breeze. Gradually we got closer and closer to the
front. Before I knew it, I hear, “Okay Ian, you go.” My decision has been made. Why complicate
things? Choosing the same order as always was my safest choice. No use in changing it and risk
making the wrong decision.
I took a deep breath, looked at the cashier and said, “Can I have two scoops of rocky road
in a waffle cone?”
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Cut
Practice was as awful as it could have been. I couldn’t make any assists, I screwed up
practically every drill, and it was like I had two left feet out on the field. I practically had trouble
just cradling when I had possession. The first couple practices when I noticed my game being
slightly off, I thought I could blame it on the new equipment. Maybe I wasn’t used to the
visibility with the new face masks or I was still breaking in the new team cleats we got. Coach
made us get brand new elbow and shoulder pads, those were definitely limiting my mobility.
As practice wraps up, all of us run around the field picking up equipment and water
bottles that were scattered sporadically on the bright green turf. “Hey, don’t beat yourself up.
Everyone gets into a rut. It’ll pass. You’re doing everything right. I and all the other guys see the
time you put in and coach can too. Don’t worry.” I look over and see one of my best friends.
Even though I know he was just trying to cheer me up, him acknowledging how badly I was
playing made me feel even worse. We started playing lacrosse together when we were just kids
looking for something to do to take up time. Most times I’m running drills on my own time, he’s
with me. He was naturally gifted. Never saw him fall into a rut. Sure, he’s my best friend, but
hell, am I jealous. “Thanks, man. Yeah, I don’t know what’s gotten into me. I hope it passes,” I
saw as I shrug it off like it hasn’t been keeping me up the past couple nights.
I made excuses for weeks, but now I’ve broken in all my new equipment and gotten used
to everything. So why am I still playing like this is my first season ever? I put in the time in and
out of practice time. I even bought a rebounder to use on my own time at home. I go over plays
and drills any free chance I have.
Flashback to a week ago when we had a team meeting after practice one day. “Alright
boys. You know I hate to beat around the bush, so I’m just gonna give it to you straight… The
athletic department is getting budget cuts and because of that, most teams are having trouble
maintaining the numbers they normally do… and that includes this team.” This was news during
the deepest point of my “rut” so don’t even try to imagine the feeling I got in the pit of my
stomach by the time that meeting ended.
The field was clean and equipment was put away. I heard coach calling in the distance for
a huddle. All of my teammates and I gather round our coach, all of us wearing the same grass
stained uniforms. I could feel my heart pounding, already expecting the worst-case scenario. All
the guys are huddled around waiting to hear Coach start to talk about what was going to happen
to the team. I’m staring at my cleats too nervous to look up. I hear Coach clear his throat about to
start. So I look up, and his eyes are on me.
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"Ian McElrath, though his excellent choice of images and words, captures what makes the simple
point in our lives so magical in our memories."- Daniel Cano
“Ian’s words jump off the paper. They pull you in and never relinquish their grip on the reader’s
curiosity and imagination. The audience is enthralled with Ian’s style of prose, as his works of
literature speak to the heart and to the soul. Simply captivating!” -Zach Kapstein
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